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Living
Centerpieces
set receptions apart

W

eddings are special
occasions for all
involved. Guests may
look forward to the ceremony and
festivities to follow, and couples
who are hosting do not want to
disappoint. Brides and grooms
often look for new and innovative
ideas to set their weddings
apart from ones they may have
attended in the past.
While budget often determines
what couples can and can’t do at
their wedding receptions, bridesand grooms-to-be can prioritize
certain components if they are
looking to impress.
Centerpieces is one aspect of
the reception where couples can
get creative without breaking
the bank. Flowers are popular
centerpieces at weddings. But
even with cost-cutting measures,
such as choosing in-season
blooms, bumping up the filler-

to-flower ratio and opting for
low-profile centerpieces instead
of towering alternatives, couples
can expect to pay around $2,000
on wedding flowers, offers
The Knot, a go-to resource for
wedding planning. But opting
for the following clever living
centerpiece alternatives might
not only impress guests, but also
do so on budget.
Choose potted plants. Potted
plants can serve as both favors
and reception centerpieces.
Live plants also can be an
eco-conscious decision for
couples who are interested in
incorporating “green” elements
into their weddings. Couples
tying the knot in the autumn can
place mums inside of a hollowed
pumpkin or gourd. Spring and
summer weddings can be
enhanced by miniature rose
bushes. Winter weddings may

be dressed up with
small evergreen
trees or potted
holly.

Marine life
draws attention.
Couples can opt
for inexpensive
freshwater fish to
add ambiance and
a focal point for the
reception tables. Small goldfish
bowls can be decorated with
gravel that matches the color of
the wedding theme. One lucky
guest at each table can take
home the miniature aquarium
after the festivities.
Butterflies are whimsical.
Some cultures or religions
view butterflies as a symbol of
endurance, change, hope, and
vitality. Incorporating butterflies
into reception centerpieces can
make guests feel like they are

stepping into a living garden.
Small, mesh-lined cages filled
with foliage and butterflies might
add that special touch.
Living centerpieces offer
something different from floral
centerpieces. However, because
live plants and animals may be
part of the display, couples need
to account for their welfare. This
means ensuring they will be
cared for after the wedding, or in
the event of butterflies, released
into the evening sky.
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Wedding dress
fitting guide

B

ecause fashion preferences were once
ornate and dependent on precise fits,
ready-to-wear clothing really did not
become widely available until the early 20th
century. Such attire is now available in just
about any retail store.
Because ready-to-wear clothing is so
readily available, the average person may
be unfamiliar with custom-made or tailored
items. In fact, a couples’ wedding may be the
only instance in their lives when they require
the services of a seamstress or tailor.
Fittings are a part of wedding planning,
and here’s how brides-to-be can navigate
the process of finding and being fitted for a
dress.

Try on sample gowns. The first step
is to make your rounds to various
gown shops and try on the samples
they have available. Most sample
sizes will not be the size you wear
every day, so expect them to be
ill-fitting. Do not be discouraged.
Once a gown is chosen, the dress
shop will take your measurements
and order the gown according to
the manufacturer’s sizing guide. Again, this
can be shocking, since the size will likely be
larger than what you wear in street clothes.
Some shops will also order a little larger to
allow for adequate tailoring.
Schedule the first fitting. The first fitting
should be anywhere from eight to 12
weeks before the wedding date, according
to experts at WeddingWire, an online
wedding information provider. This is the
time it takes to complete most standard
alterations. Complex customizations can
take even longer. Brides should also budget
a minimum of $500 for alterations, which
may or may not be included in the price of
the dress.

Bring shoes and undergarments.
Remember to bring along the exact shoes
and undergarments you will wear with your
gown. A change in shoes or bra/corset can
result in the alterations fitting poorly the
next time. Bring these items along to all
subsequent fittings.
Speak up. Martha Stewart Weddings
suggests speaking up at fittings if anything
is uncomfortable or needs tweaking.
Seamstresses are masters at their crafts,
but only if they understand the desires of the
bride.
Check the details. The second fitting is
designed to check that all issues from the
first fitting have been addressed, the gown
is comfortable and you can move freely. At
the last fitting, ask the maid of honor to come
along so that she understands how to bustle
or help you handle complicated straps or
closures.
Open communication with a seamstress and
bridal shop can ensure brides-to-be get a
dress that fits like a glove.

Did you know?
A

wedding is a tough time
to experience a bad hair
day. Clothing styles, time of
day and weather all can dictate a
wedding hairstyle, but ultimately
one of the most important factors
in a wedding hairstyle is finding a
stylist who understands you and
can exercise your vision. A patient,
understanding stylist who is open
to viewing different photographs

and drawing inspiration from
various places, as well as running
through a few trial styles, can help
brides (and grooms) look their
best. In fact, trials are a must to
ensure that a chosen style will
work with your hair texture. If
you plan to get your hair colored,
professionals recommend doing
so about three weeks in advance
of the big day so it looks natural

and any potential snafus can be
remedied beforehand. Your stylist
may suggest a light trim prior to
the wedding so that the ends are
fresh and healthy. And since you’re
putting your faith in a qualified
stylist, trust their expertise and
vision. Keep an open mind to their
suggestions. You may fall in love
with one of the options you hadn’t
considered.

We can cater your wedding!
Wedding

Call us for pricing at

740-387-3277

OH-70104807

Mention This Ad Receive a Free Gift and 10% off - For parties over 100
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Visit us online @ www.leesfamousrecipe.com
Try out our catering calculator,

Factors that can
affect the length
of your engagement

E

ach year, millions of
couples around the world
tie the knot. But before
couples walk down the aisle,
the proposal to get married
must take place. Many couples
mutually agree to get engaged,
while the experience may be
a surprise for others who have
thought about it, but may not
have been sure when one
partner or another would “pop
the question.”

Mention this ad and receive a

500 Discount

on weddings & receptions
New bookings only.
One discount per event allowed.
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Upon getting
engaged, couples
may ponder
how long their
engagement
should last. There
is no perfect
answer, and
engagement
length typically
depends on
personal preference and the
needs of the couple. In fact,
according to The Knot 2017
Real Weddings Study, A number
of factors affect the length of
a couple’s engagement, and
couples should not feel as if they
need to hurry down the aisle.
For example, couples who will
be financing their own weddings
may need a longer engagement
than those whose parents will be
chipping in. In such instances,
longer engagements give
couples more time to save and
may help them ensure their
weddings are everything they
hoped for.

Others may prefer a shorter
engagement if they are
financially stable and prepared
to tie the knot. Couples in their
late 30s may feel the tug of a
biological clock and want to
ensure there is ample time to
get married and have children.
A shorter engagement can
facilitate that.
Some couples may have little
choice in the matter,
as the length of their
engagements may
be dictated by the
availability of their
favorite venues.

the average
length of an
engagement
is 14.5
months.

Military deployment,
work commitments,
medical issues,
or travel
responsibilities
also may affect the
length of an engagement.
Some couples may feel that an
especially lengthy engagement
diminishes their excitement
about getting married. That “new
engagement shine” can wear
off as family and friends wait
months or years for the wedding
to take place.
Couples generally are advised
to stick with what feels right to
them regarding the length of
their engagements. Just like all
aspects of the wedding, couples
can weigh the opinions of others
but follow through with what
works best for them.

B

appreciate having all of those
options.

uilding a wedding
registry is a task unlike
any other couples
may encounter during their
lifetimes. Wedding registries
are invaluable resources
that provide engaged
couples’ loved ones with
gift suggestions. In spite of
that value, couples may find
it daunting and even a little
uncomfortable to build their
wedding registries.
Building a wedding registry
can feel like walking a
tightrope. Couples likely won’t
want to ask for too much or for
gifts that are too expensive,
but a poorly built registry can
be a major inconvenience for
guests. The following tips can
help couples build adequate
registries that benefit them
without asking too much of
their guests.
Register with more than
one store. It’s important to
register with more than one
store. Doing so makes things
as convenient as possible
for guests and increases the
chances they will be able to
shop at stores they’re familiar
with. Unless your guest list
is predominantly local, try
to register with at least one
national chain so guests who
live in different regions can
shop for gifts in-person if they
prefer to do so.

OH-70104713

Vary the prices of items
on the list. In addition to
including more expensive
items on the registry, make
sure to include moderately
priced and inexpensive items.
This gives guests more
options and ensures guests
who might be spending a lot to
travel to and from the wedding
can still purchase gifts without
digging too much deeper into
their pockets.

Periodically update the
registries. Periodically update
your registries to remove items
you have already received
and to add items if many of
the less expensive ones have
already been purchased.
This also makes things more
convenient for guests.
Building a wedding registry is
a unique task that couples can
embrace as their wedding day
draws near.

ARRAY

OH-70105408

of clothing & accessories
to suit every occasion
trendy women’s clothing for all sizes
21 E Granville St Sunbury | Right next to the police station and antique mall
barndoorboutique.shop
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Wedding
registry tips

Make a large list. Some
couples are hesitant to make
large wedding registries,
feeling that doing so gives
the impression that they’re
asking for too much. But large
registries simply give guests
more options to choose from.
Many industry insiders advise
registering for two to three
gifts per guest. That might
seem like a lot, but guests will

Don’t hesitate to include
expensive items on your
registry. Couples also may be
hesitant to include especially
expensive items on their
wedding registries. However,
the couples’ parents and
other close relatives may be
honored to purchase more
expensive items, so couples
should not feel embarrassed
to include them on their lists.
It’s also important to note that
many retailers, after couples’
wedding days have come
and gone, discount registry
items that weren’t purchased.
So even if no one purchases
the more expensive items,
including them on a registry
may significantly reduce their
cost for couples who want to
buy such items themselves
after tying the knot.

Secrets to
at-home
weddings

M

any couples preparing for their trip
down the aisle follow the familiar
sentiments expressed by Dorothy
in “The Wizard of Oz.” Such couples feel
“there’s no place like home” when hosting
a wedding ceremony or reception.
There are many benefits to hosting a
wedding at home. Homes often hold
couples’ most cherished memories, and
hosting a backyard celebration or an
intimate indoor ceremony at your own
home or the abode of a loved one can be
a cost-effective way to have a good time.
Here are some tips to help couples
navigate hosting an at-home wedding

Assess the space

The average home is not equipped to
handle hundreds of guests, wait staff,
caterers, and parked cars. Concessions
in regard to comfort and safety will have
to be made when drawing up the guest
list. The wedding resource The Knot
advises the general rule is six- to 10
square-feet of floor space per guest for
row seating. You’ll probably need even
more space for buffet tables, seating
and a dance floor. You will likely need to
temporarily move furniture to comfortably
fit everyone indoors — or rent a large
enough tent for a backyard wedding.

Hire a cleaning service

OH-70105079
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It’s important to present a clean, inviting
space when hosting a wedding at
home. A cleaning service will conduct

a thorough cleaning before and after
the festivities, freeing up your time for
last-minute tasks or to embark on your
honeymoon.

Book an officiant early

Confirm with an officiant that they can
oversee the wedding proceedings at your
home. Many religious officials are not
able to perform ceremonies outside of a
place of worship.

Learn if it’s legal

Certain municipalities may require
permits for parking on street, noise past a
certain hour, closing of streets, and much
more. Do your research. You may need
to coordinate parking at a nearby lot (like
a school closed on the weekend) and
shuttle people to your home.

Consult with
an insurance carrier

Inquire if having such a large party at
home is covered by your homeowner’s
insurance policy, particularly if your home
is damaged or someone gets injured
during the festivities. Supplemental
liability insurance or an umbrella policy
may offer greater protection.
Weddings at home can be a unique
opportunity for couples who love the
comfort and familiarity of their homes.

Dos &
don’ts

of restaurant
proposals

M

arriage proposals inside restaurants
are popular ways to pop the question.
Many couples find proposing over a
candlelit meal is a romantic way to get engaged,
providing a perfect setting to begin a life
together.
Even though restaurant proposals have been
popularized by television sitcoms and movies
on the big screen, those taking this route should
do some homework before sitting down to eat.
As with all components of wedding planning,
it’s essential to get the proposal right to create
lasting, positive memories.

DO choose a place with the right ambience. If
you do not have a favorite restaurant in mind, go
online and do some research for picturesque or
romantic establishments. Many online reviews
now include images, which can help you find
the right setting.

DO make a reservation. An engagement
should not be left to chance. Call ahead and
speak with a manager and mention that you
will be orchestrating a proposal. Find out if the
restaurant will help you make it extra special.
Some may decorate your table with favorite
flowers or provide a specific champagne once
the proposal has been accepted.

DON’T propose at the beginning of the meal.
Set the scene with conversation and start to
enjoy as much of the food as possible. Take
time to enjoy the service, food and beverages.
Some appetizers and a little wine in your
stomach can ease pre-proposal jitters as well.

DON’T forget the ring. The ring is its own
spectacle, but there are ways to present it in
an even more glorious light. Plan ahead so that
the ring is tied to an exquisite tea cup brought
out during dessert service. Or, if you’re worried

about putting the ring in the hands of others,
bring along a hand-painted plate that asks “Will
You Marry Me?” The wait staff can cover the
question with the entreé or a dessert. As your
partner eats, the message will become clear
DO expect a scene. Proposing marriage in a
restaurant is bound to cause a big reaction —
tears included. If you’re not comfortable with
public displays, you may want to reconsider
popping the question in such a public setting.
DO consider a weeknight. Restaurants are less
busy on weeknights than weekends, so you can
expect a more intimate setting Monday through
Thursday than you might find Friday through
Sunday.
Restaurant proposals are traditional, and there
are various ways to make them just right.

Special Events
Deserve a
Special Venue
Wedding

thegallaghercentre.org
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Tips for a successful
marriage proposal

P

eople ready to “pop the
question” may wonder
about the right way to
initiate an engagement proposal.
Because a marriage proposal
is such a memorable moment
in a couples’ lives together,
those doing the proposing often
go to great lengths to ensure
things go smoothly. While there
is no proposal playbook, these
guidelines can assist those ready
to take the leap.
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Add a personal touch. It’s easy
to get caught up in making a
marriage proposal a spectacle
or something worthy of a

social media post. But taking
a sweetheart back to a special
place that recalls a significant
moment can set the backdrop
for a memorable proposal.
Incorporating the place you first
met or a special song into the
proposal can make it that much
more personal and meaningful.
Embrace the old fashioned. It
may be romantic to step back in
time and followed the traditions
of yesteryear. Show respect to
future in-laws by speaking to
them about intentions to propose
and ask for their blessings.
Get down on bended knee
when asking for a sweetheart’s

hand. Such gestures add up to
meaningful expressions of love.
Consider timing. A person may
be so excited to propose that he
or she fails to consider how the
other person in the relationship
is feeling. If that person is
overwhelmed by work projects or
stressed about upcoming events,
consider waiting to propose at a
more relaxed time.
Enlist help from others. It can
be a challenge to keep your
excitement hidden while collecting
information about a future
spouse’s likes and dislikes. Ask
friends and close family members

to be your accomplices so that
information can be gathered
without generating suspicion. This
can be especially helpful when
finding the perfect ring.
Keep it simple. The more
complex a proposal, the more
opportunities for things to go
wrong. Simplicity, even if it means
keeping the proposal to yourself
until the question has been
popped, can make for an extra
special moment.
Marriage proposals happen every
day. With humor, confidence and
a heart full of love, popping the
question can be a success.

A wedding
day shaving
guide for

grooms
now is not the time to experiment.

Brickell Men’s Products
advises that the first step
to a good shave is to shower
before shaving. The warm water
and steam will open up pores
and follicles, allowing the hair to
protrude as much as possible out
of the skin. The more it sticks out,
the cleaner the shave will be.
Many men fail to prep their skin
before shaving. It is important to
rinse the face with a pre-shave
soap and warm water to remove
excess oil and dead skin that
clogs razor blades.
Try a non-lathering or natural
shave cream that does not
contain the potentially irritating

In an Elegant Setting

The right razor can make all
the difference. While an electric
shaver can serve in a pinch,
come the day of the wedding,
work with a traditional razor,
either disposable or cartridge
style. Start with a fresh, new and
sharp blade so it is effective.
Some men prefer a single blade
for a close shave, while others
like razors with multiple blades.
Grooms should use what has
worked for them in the past, as

While shaving, go with and
against the grain, or what feels
comfortable to take off the hair
without having to go over areas
repeatedly and risk irritating the
skin. Gillette advises rinsing
blades often during shaving.
However, do not tap the razor
against the sink to dislodge the
whiskers, as this can damage or
dull the razor.
Finish up by rinsing with cool
water and applying a moisturizer
or specially designed aftershave
product. It can take up to 48
hours for skin to heal after a
shave and keeping it hydrated
can diminish irritation.

Molly’s Flowers & More
On The Square In Sunbury

740-965-9964
Full Service or DIY if
you wanna try!

www.kenyoninn.com

100 WIGGIN ST. • GAMBIER OHIO • 740-427-2202

Mollysﬂoristofsunburyoh.com

OH-70105498
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CREATE YOUR MOST
MEMORABLE OCCASION

chemicals that create the
lathering effect, but will still offer
lubrication to help get a closer
shave.

Wedding

Addressing skin care and proper
shaving techniques is essential.
Although shaving is a seemingly
simple task, some men struggle
through the process because
they haven’t mastered the basics
for a clean, comfortable shave.
Grooms who do not already have
beards should be clean shaven

for their wedding days.

OH-70105056

G

rooms are often content to
let their brides-to-be shine
on their wedding day.
But weddings are a showcase of
the two people getting married
… and grooms matter! Grooms
can take steps to look handsome
and polished, but may wonder
what they can do to put their best
feet forward when all eyes and
cameras are facing their way.

Make healthy habits
part of

A

fter the big question is
popped and loving partners
decide to spend their lives
together as a married couple, a
whirlwind of activity will ensue.
Although wedding planning is
exciting, some couples may
feel overwhelmed with all the
decisions that need to be made
before they can tie the knot. In
this state of increased pressure,
stress may build and health could
falter. According to a Cornell
University study, more than 70
percent of brides-to-be have

weight loss
on the brain,
but shedding
pounds
shouldn’t
be the only
health factor
to consider.
Here are
some easy
ways to stay
mentally and physically fit in
advance of a happy wedding day.

Get daily exercise. Exercise
is important for maintaining a
healthy body weight and keeping
stress levels in check. Exercise
also can boost mood. The
Department of Health and Human
Services recommends getting at
least 150 minutes of moderate
aerobic activity or 75 minutes of
vigorous aerobic activity each
week. Strength training exercises
performed at least twice a

wedding prep

week complete a well-balanced
exercise regimen.

Slow down and relax. Those
who go full-throttle with all of
their responsibilities — including
wedding planning — may burn
out. Stress can weaken the
immune system and make people
vulnerable to illness. Schedule
some time for date nights with
your fiancé, and don’t overlook
the benefits of hanging out with
friends and getting away from
wedding planning for a bit.

Eat body-boosting foods.
The foods we eat can impact
everything from energy levels to
skin radiance. Foods like berries,
sweet potatoes, broccoli, greens,
green tea, and dark chocolate all
contain antioxidants that boost
the immune system, states The
Food Network. Avoid drastic diets
that can do more harm than good.
Simply cutting 500 calories a day

can help the average person lose
a pound per week if weight loss
is a goal. Simple ways to trim
calories are to choose skim milk
over whole milk and choose lowcalorie snacks.
Cut down on alcohol
consumption. Toasting to the
future with a glass of wine may
become rote in the months
leading up to the wedding, but
alcohol is a diuretic and a source
of liquid calories. Alcoholic
beverages dehydrate the body
and cause it to hold onto water.
When imbibing, stick to lowcalorie cocktails like a vodka
spritzer (60 to 80 calories)
instead of a calorie-laden frozen
margarita (300 calories).
Feeling and looking one’s best
starts long before the wedding
day. By making health a priority,
couples can start their new lives
together on healthy footing.

Rustic Elegant Beautiful

Your Dream ~ Your Style ~ Your Day
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The Water’s Edge Event Center offers a unique, rustic,
elegant style with natural lighting for portfolio quality
pictures. A beautiful venue, tucked away with a
lakeside oasis along Silver stone Lake in Ashland, OH.
Perfect for weddings, ceremonies and receptions, or
even unique dining for rehearsal dinners, with always
fresh gourmet foods from Bella Bleu’s catering and
restaurant services within. pampered brides enjoy a
private bridal suite making their day even more special.
Come visit and tour the grounds.

Wedding Ceremonies Receptions Rehearsals Bridal Showers Family Gathering Special Occasions
Full Service Catering On-site and Off-Site
Contact Us for More Information: 419-281-1187 Ashland, Ohio
watersedgeashland.com bellableus.com info@watersedgeashland.com

How to handle rain on your wedding day

B

rides and grooms fear
the prospects of rainy
wedding days. But even
couples who have contended
with everything from a few
drops to an all-out deluge on
their wedding days look back
fondly on the ceremonies and
receptions. In fact, how couples
handle any precipitation can
affect how happy the festivities
may be.

Have a rainy day game plan.
Rain affects outdoor weddings
more than any other type of
ceremony or reception. If the
goal is to exchange vows
outdoors, work with the venue to
make this possible with a tent or
gazebo. However, if the weather

is especially foul and windy,
move it indoors.
Invest in golf umbrellas.
Couples who live in notoriously
damp climates can purchase
golf umbrellas, which tend to be
larger than the average umbrella,
and keep them stationed in
decorated stands to ease
transitions between wedding
sites and keep everyone as dry
as possible.
Wear waterproof cosmetics.
Women in the bridal party,
including the bride, can ask
their makeup artists to use
durable, waterproof products.
This can help salvage beautifully
composed looks should some

drops begin to fall.
Know vendors’ rain policies.
Some live musicians will not play
in damp weather. Florists may
need to make accommodations
for arrangements blowing
in the wind. Couples need
to understand what they’re
responsible for and what may
be covered if a weather event
occurs. Wedding insurance
may help cover the costs of
nonrefundable cancellations.
Move past it quickly. It is okay
to get upset if the weather turns
for the worse. But don’t dwell on
it. Guests will sense negative
energy, and couples should set
the tone of sticking it through

despite a little adversity — which
can be a good lesson for the
marriage as well.
Embrace the rain. While a
couple probably won’t wish for
rain, there are some benefits
to overcast skies, say the
wedding professionals at Brides
magazine. Flowers are less
likely to wilt in rainy conditions.
In the absence of bright sunlight,
outdoor photographs can really
pop. Rain is romantic and may
compel couples and their guests
to cuddle close.
Don’t let rain on a wedding day
become a drag. With preparation
and perspective, couples can
handle rainy wedding days.

Wedding
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Get the most out of

bridal shows &
wedding events
R

ecently engaged couples
may be excited to get a
jump on wedding planning.
Bridal shows can be a great
way for couples to meet and
familiarize themselves with local
wedding professionals, all the
while introducing themselves to the
terminology of wedding planning.
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Though they’re a great source of
information, contacts and samples,
bridal shows also can be a bit
overwhelming. Learning how to
maximize time spent at shows can
help couples plan their weddings as
efficiently as possible.

Start small. If the idea of large
crowds is unappealing, attend the
more intimate, boutique shows that
are often held at local reception
halls and restaurants instead of the
larger installations at convention
centers and hotels.
Scout out vendors. Check the
bridal show’s website for lists of
exhibitors and see if your desired
vendors are on the list. But even
if they’re not, keep an open mind
and use the show as a chance to
compare offerings. If an event map
is available, marking off must-visit
booths can help save time.

Pre-register. Pre-registering for
bridal events saves time at check-in,
and doing so may make you eligible
for discounted tickets.
Come prepared. Chances are each
vendor is going to ask couples
for information so that they can
follow up with a phone call or email
with more detailed offerings and
estimates. Couples attending the
show can expediate the process
by coming equipped with labels
that feature their names, contact
information and wedding date. They
can then stick the labels on sign-in
sheets or use them like business
cards.

Dress comfortably. Bridal expos
involve a lot of walking and roaming
around. Wear comfortable clothing
and shoes. Consider a backpack
or hands-free bag so you are not
weighed down when collecting
the swag and other handouts
throughout the day.
Ask questions. When face-to-face
with vendors, rely on their expertise
but don’t hesitate to ask questions
concerning themes, colors,
recommendations for honeymoon
locations, invitation paper
suggestions, and much more.

Stay for the fashion show.
Many shows will offer a runway
experience to present the latest
gown and tuxedo offerings. This can
be an entertaining way for couples
to formulate their wedding styles.
Wedding shows introduce couples
to vendors and set them on the path
to making decisions regarding the
planning of their weddings.

Wedding insurance can ease nerves
C

ouples spend thousands
of dollars on their
wedding ceremony
and celebrations. The cost of
a wedding varies depending
on geographic location, but
according to the business and
financial resource Business
Insider and The Knot 2017 Real
Weddings Study, the average
wedding in the United States
costs $31,391.

Insurance policies can help
couples protect their wedding
investment. Special event
insurance provides coverage
for various scenarios, including

extreme weather, damaged gifts,
lost jewelry, vendor cancellations
or no-shows, venues closing
before the wedding, and
canceled weddings, according to
Travelers Insurance. Insurance
also may cover other unforseen
scenarios, such as unexpected
expenses from injuries during
the wedding or spoiled food.
Policies will pay directly for
any damage or injuries that
occur, or reimburse the couple
if the wedding is postponed or
canceled. If weddings occur
at home, some people’s home

insurance or umbrella policies
may cover certain wedding
liabilities. Most wedding
venues carry their own liability
insurance, so couples may not
have to overlap there. However,
for those who desire extra
protection for vendor mishaps,
it is wise to speak with an
insurance professional about
special wedding coverage.
Prices for wedding insurance
policies can start at around
$100 to $200 for minimum
coverage and reach $1,000 for
more expensive ceremonies,

according to the financial
advisement website NerdWallet.
Speak with an insurance agent
and read policies carefully before
purchasing one. Non-covered
issues typically include theft
or loss of an engagement ring;
rainy days that do not classify
as extreme weather; switching
vendors after a deposit is made;
and risky entertainment, such as
fireworks or live animals.
Protecting wedding expenditures
with insurance policies can
provide couples with added
peace of mind on their big days.
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